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Taiwan’s National Laboratory System is one of the action packages of the Global Health Security Agenda, which was launched

by the World Health Organization (WHO) to promote health security as an international priority and to encourage progress

toward full implementation of the WHO International Health Regulations (IHR) 2005. The mission of each national

laboratory system is to conduct real-time biosurveillance and effective laboratory-based diagnostics, as measured by a na-

tionwide laboratory system able to reliably conduct diagnoses on specimens transported properly to designated laboratories

from at least 80% of the regions in the country. In Taiwan, the national laboratory system for public health is well-established

and coordinated by the Taiwan Centers for Disease Control (CDC), which is the government authority in charge of infectious

disease prevention and intervention. Through the national laboratory system, Taiwan CDC effectively detects and characterizes

pathogens that cause communicable diseases across the entire country, including both known and novel threats, and also

conducts epidemiologic analyses of infectious diseases. In this article, we describe the national laboratory system for public

health in Taiwan. We provide additional information on the national influenza laboratory surveillance network to demonstrate

how our national laboratory systems work in practice, including descriptions of long-term seasonal influenza characterization

and successful experiences identifying novel H7N9 and H6N1 influenza viruses.
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H7N9- and H6N1-infected human cases

The Global Health Security Agenda (GHSA)
encourages collaboration on the national and inter-

national levels to promote health security. There are
11 action packages spanning a prevent-detect-response
framework to facilitate regional and global collaboration
toward the objectives of GHSA.1 The National Labora-
tory System is one of the GHSA action packages (Detect-
1) whose goals are to conduct real-time biosurveillance
and effective laboratory-based diagnostics, as measured by

a nationwide laboratory system able to reliably conduct
diagnoses on specimens transported to designated labo-
ratories from at least 80% of the regions in the country.
Laboratory testing for detection of country-specific pri-
ority diseases, the specimen referral and transport system,
use of effective point-of-care and laboratory-based diag-
nostics, and a well-organized laboratory quality system are
the 4 essential components of an effective national labo-
ratory system.
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Influenza testing is one of 6 core capabilities that are
critical for effective national laboratory systems.1 Diseases
caused by the highly infectious influenza virus occur an-
nually, with seasonal variation in countries located in
temperate regions. During seasonal epidemics, 5% to 15%
of the worldwide population is typically infected, resulting
in 3 to 5 million cases of severe illness and 250,000 to
500,000 deaths every year around the world.2,3 Influenza
viruses are genetically diverse because of their high muta-
tion rates, frequent reassortments among genomic seg-
ments, and tendency to jump between hosts.4 They
undergo continuing evolution through antigenic drift and
antigenic shift, the 2 major processes responsible for the
generation of a newly emergent influenza virus.5,6 There-
fore, not only early detection of the presence of novel in-
fluenza strains, but also continuous and comprehensive
virus monitoring are critical for disease intervention and
early warning of pandemics like those that occurred pre-
viously in 1918, 1957, 1968, and 2009.7

In 2016, the Taiwan Centers for Disease Control
(TCDC) conducted an International Health Regulations
(IHR) Joint External Evaluation in support of the goals of
the GHSA and to contribute to efforts to promote global
health issues. The evaluation of the country’s global health
security capabilities was completed with assistance from the
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC) Center
for Health Security.8

In this article, we describe the national laboratory system
of public health in Taiwan, including the frameworks of
tiered laboratories and specimen referral systems for disease
diagnoses. We also illustrate the national influenza labo-
ratory surveillance network in Taiwan, which has been well
developed to monitor the long-term circulating and evo-
lutionary trends of influenza viruses and to detect any novel
or unknown virus strains that may have the potential to
affect public health. Examples of our work in long-term
seasonal influenza characterization and previous success in
the identification of avian-origin H7N9 and H6N1 influ-
enza viruses are provided to illustrate how our national
laboratory system works.

Taiwan’s National Laboratory System

The national laboratory system for public health in Taiwan
is well established and is coordinated by TCDC to detect
communicable diseases, especially those that are notifiable
to the government under the Communicable Disease
Control Act. There are 1,251 microbiological laboratories
in a tiered system that addresses medical, agricultural, food,
and environmental needs. This tiered system includes 31
national labs, 23 local health bureau labs (regional level),
405 hospital labs (regional level), 530 university and re-
search institute labs (district level), and 262 private labs
(district level). Among them, numerous laboratories are
involved in testing for various notifiable diseases and/or

monitoring infectious pathogens; of these, 12 are national
labs in TCDC, 7 are designated labs (national or regional
level), 16 are commissioned labs (regional level), and 289
are authorized labs (regional and district levels) that are
distributed over the country in medical centers, regional
hospitals, local health bureaus, district hospitals, private
testing institutes, and clinics (Figure 1). There is also a na-
tional BSL-4 laboratory in northern Taiwan affiliated with
the National Defense Medical Center that serves as a des-
ignated lab. The national labs serve as reference centers for
the fields of virology, bacteriology, parasitology, mycology,
and vector biology (Figure 2). Designated, commissioned,
and authorized labs in regional and district levels are dedi-
cated to routine disease diagnosis in the country.

Membership at each tiered level in the national labora-
tory system must be approved by the government through a
quality management system based on lab diagnostic cap-
abilities and qualities as defined in the national guidelines
issued by TCDC. The national labs attached to TCDC
have been accredited since 2011. For designated and con-
tract commissioned laboratories, document examination or
onsite inspection is required to ensure their diagnostic
quality, while designated labs should additionally have their
own BSL-3 lab or BSL-4 facilities. Authorized laboratories
must provide TCDC the results of proficiency tests for
specific pathogen diagnosis every 2 years; reevaluation of
diagnostic capability and the quality program must be
performed by each laboratory every 4 years to assure the
renewal of authorization.

In addition to the tiered laboratory diagnosis infra-
structure, the national laboratory system of Taiwan also
includes a well-connected specimen referral network for
each of the tests necessary to detect and confirm etiologies
of communicable diseases in line with standardized regu-
lations for specimen collection, packaging, and transport
issued by TCDC. After a report of a suspicious case by
practitioners in local clinics or hospitals, specimens are
collected from the patient and are tested in the same hos-
pital if the lab of that hospital has been authorized.
Otherwise, these specimens are sent by contract couriers to
the laboratories at regional or district levels of the tiered
network for pathogen diagnosis. Specimens that require
advanced or specialized diagnosis may be sent on to na-
tional reference laboratories by contract couriers. Courier
contracts for specimen transport are co-funded annually by
TCDC and local health bureaus.

Laboratory Testing of Notifiable

Diseases

The Communicable Disease Control Act specifies a num-
ber of diseases that must be reported to the government.
These notifiable diseases are divided into 5 categories based
on their degree of risks and hazards, such as case fatality
rate, incidence rate, and transmission speed.9 The
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laboratory testing required to confirm each disease is con-
ducted through 2 specimen referral and diagnosis networks
regulated by law. In terms of notifiable diseases belonging
to categories 1 and 5 (12 diseases)—highly contagious,
newly emerging infectious diseases that could result in a

substantial impact on the health of the human population,
such as avian influenza, Zika, and Middle East respiratory
syndrome coronavirus (MERS)—clinical specimens from
suspicious patients are collected and packaged in local
clinics and hospitals and sent to designated or TCDC

Figure 2. National laboratories at TCDC. Within the national laboratory system of public health in Taiwan, there are 12 national
laboratories at TCDC, including those for virology, bacteriology, parasitology, mycology, and vector biology, which are located at the
main campus of TCDC in Taipei. There are also 2 TCDC laboratories at regional campuses in central and southern Taiwan that serve
as reference laboratories for disease diagnosis and pathogen characterization.

Figure 1. Tiered structure of the national laboratory system of public health in Taiwan. Laboratories are distributed into 3 tiers
(national, regional, and district levels). Commissioned laboratories help diagnose viral and bacterial (tuberculosis) diseases in the
community, collect viral and bacterial isolates, and send these isolates to national laboratories at TCDC for pathogen surveillance.
Designated and authorized laboratories help diagnose notifiable diseases. National laboratories at TCDC and designated laboratories
have BSL-3 facilities for conducting high-risk pathogen diagnosis.
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laboratories for diagnosis. For positive specimens tested by
designated laboratories, final confirmation by TCDC is
required (Figure 3A). A similar system has been established
for diagnosis of the 54 diseases belonging to categories 2, 3,
and 4, with a slight difference. Once the clinical specimens
from clinics and hospitals are collected and packaged, they
are sent to authorized or TCDC laboratories. However,
each authorized laboratory has the authority to announce
positive results without TCDC confirmation (Figure 3B).
Personal and epidemiologic information for each sus-
pected or laboratory-confirmed patient is maintained by
the local health bureaus through a web-based system.

Within a designated turnaround time based on the diag-
nostic methods used, local practitioners can access labo-
ratory results online via the National Notifiable Disease
Surveillance System.

National Laboratory Influenza

Surveillance Network

Seasonal epidemics of influenza occur globally on an annual
basis. Vaccination against influenza viruses is an important
disease prevention method. However, the continuously

Figure 3. Specimen referral and diagnosis networks of notifiable diseases in Taiwan. The networks for notifiable diseases belonging to
(A) categories 1 and 5 as well as to (B) categories 2, 3, and 4 are illustrated. (A) Clinical specimens of patients with suspected highly
infectious newly emerging (categories 1 or 5) diseases are required to be collected and packaged from local clinics and hospitals and sent
to designated or TCDC laboratories for diagnosis. Positive results detected by designated laboratories are confirmed by TCDC before
final report announcement. (B) Regional and district authorized laboratories serve as diagnostic agencies for categories 2, 3, and 4
diseases. However, each laboratory has the authority to announce positive results without TCDC confirmation. All the personal and
epidemiologic information of each suspected or laboratory-confirmed patient is maintained by the local health bureaus through a web-
based system.
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evolving nature of the virus reduces vaccine effectiveness;
therefore, antigens for global seasonal influenza vaccines
must be reformulated annually.10,11 To capture the dy-
namic pattern of the circulating influenza virus strains in a
real-time manner, the national laboratory surveillance

network of influenza viruses in Taiwan, which monitors the
country’s outpatients with influenzalike illness in the
community and hospitalized patients with severe compli-
cations, was established and coordinated by TCDC. The
regional commissioned laboratories are located in the
northern (n = 3), central (n = 2), southern (n = 2), and
eastern (n = 1) parts of Taiwan, and they continually con-
duct influenza testing for clinical specimens taken from ill
people in the community and collect viral isolates from in-
fected outpatients. Viruses infecting inpatients with severe
complications must be detected and isolated by authorized
and TCDC laboratories, as severe complicated influenza is
a category 4 notifiable disease in Taiwan. Isolated influenza
viruses are sent to the National Influenza Center (NIC) at
TCDC for further analysis by detailed virologic assays on
viral genetic and antigenic properties to monitor types and
subtypes, lineage, and genetic and antigenic changes of cir-
culating viruses, to detect antiviral resistance, and to identify
novel influenza viruses (Figure 4).

Through the national influenza laboratory surveillance
network, from 2004 to 2016, more than 8,000 outpatient
specimens per year could be stably collected and tested and
more than 1,000 influenza viruses per year were isolated and
sent to TCDC for virologic analysis (Figure 5). Based on the
long-term monitoring of collected isolates, TCDC can de-
lineate the epidemiologic pattern of circulating viruses in a
real-time manner, which clearly shows annual peaks in winter
dominated by various virus types or subtypes; summer in-
fluenza peaks are usually observed as well (Figure 6A). In
addition, phylogenetic analysis of viral surface hemagglutinin
(HA) genes is used to explore the genetic relationship between
domestic circulating viruses and annual global vaccine strains

Figure 4. Virologic analyses on influenza viruses circulating in
the community through the national influenza laboratory surveil-
lance network. Influenza isolates collected from regional commis-
sioned laboratories are sent to the national influenza center at
TCDC for characterization of viral genetic and antigenic proper-
ties. Combined data from genomic sequencing and hemaggluti-
nation inhibition assays are used to identify the predominant and
new variant virus strains; the antiviral susceptibility pattern of a
virus is also inferred from sequences of a particular viral gene
segment. Post-infection ferret sera are prepared routinely against
both predominant and variant strains, which are used as reagents in
antigenic analysis by hemagglutination inhibition assay.

Figure 5. National laboratory surveillance capacity on influenza viruses. The number of cases tested by regional commissioned
laboratories and influenza isolates sent to TCDC are indicated on the right X and left X axes, respectively. From 2004 to 2016, more
than 8,000 specimens per year from outpatients were tested and more than 1,000 influenza viruses per year were isolated and sent to
TCDC for virologic analyses.
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(Figures 6B-E). Combined with data on viral antigenic
characterization determined by a hemagglutination inhibi-
tion (HI) assay, the vaccine mismatch rate of the H3N2
subtype in Taiwan is higher than those of the H1N1pdm09
and influenza B viruses (Table 1). This supports past research
showing that a higher genetic mutation rate was observed
among the H3N2 viruses.12,13 Furthermore, successful ex-
amples of the laboratory surveillance system to promote
health security include the timely detection of a new variant of
H3N2 strain that caused a mismatch in the 2009-10 northern
hemisphere winter vaccine, and also the research data re-
porting virologic factors that may have contributed to the
previous large epidemic waves of A(H1N1)pdm09 or influ-
enza B viruses that occurred in Taiwan.14-16

Monitoring of viral drug susceptibility against neuramini-
dase inhibitors is also conducted routinely through the sur-
veillance system by analyzing NA gene sequences of circulating
influenza strains. Our results of long-term oseltamivir-
resistance surveillance in seasonal H1N1 viruses during the
influenza seasons of 2005 to 2009 in Taiwan show that viruses
carrying the H275Y substitution in their NA genes were
sporadically detected in 2007-08 and had quickly reached
100% in 2008-09, consistent with the global situation.17 After
the 2009 pandemic, oseltamivir-resistant H1N1pdm09 vi-
ruses with the NA H275Y markers were also sporadically
identified from hospitalized patients.18 Detailed epidemio-
logic and virologic analyses revealed that all the viral resistance
was obtained after Tamiflu treatment; no further viral trans-
mission between infected patients was found. Notably, no
oseltamivir-resistant H3N2 and influenza B viruses have been
detected during recent years.

Success Stories and Examples

Aquatic birds are natural hosts for influenza A viruses, and
they are thought to be the major source of most influenza

viruses in other animal species.19 In addition to the H1N1
and H3N2 viral subtypes that have caused sustained epi-
demics in the human population,20 viruses originating in
animal species, such as poultry and pigs, may cross species
barriers and infect humans in a severe manner.7,21-24 After
the large pandemic outbreaks caused by the swine-origin
influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 viruses occurring globally in
2009, human infections caused by zoonotic viral subtypes
have occurred. Below we describe examples of how the
national influenza surveillance system has been used suc-
cessfully to identify novel avian-origin influenza viruses
from infected human cases, including the 4 imported
H7N9-infected cases and 1 domestic H6N1-infected case
identified in 2013 and 2014.25,26

Cases of H7N9 Infection
The novel avian-origin H7N9 virus was first detected in
March 2013 in China, and it has subsequently caused 4
epidemic waves that resulted in 798 laboratory-confirmed
human cases as of August 17, 2016.27 In Taiwan, 4 H7N9
human cases imported from China have been identified, 2
in 2013 and 2 in 2014. They were identified by the des-
ignated regional and/or TCDC laboratories. All 4 cases had
severe illness with pneumonia and required admission to
the intensive care unit; 1 patient died.25 Sputum and throat
swab specimens were collected and diagnosed for each pa-
tient, and we determined that the viral load of the H7N9
virus was much higher in the lower respiratory tract than in
the upper respiratory tract, since 2 of the 4 confirmed cases
had H7N9-positive results detected only from sputum
specimens.28 This trend is similar to the tissue tropism
observed from H5N1 viral infections.29,30 In addition to
virus detection, full-genome sequence analysis of the 4 virus
strains was also conducted by TCDC; the results were re-
leased immediately to the Global Initiative on Sharing All
Influenza Data (GISAID) database. These H7N9 virus

Table 1. Comparison Between Circulating and Vaccine Strains During Influenza Seasons 2009-2016 in Taiwan

Viruses

Influenza Season

2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16

Circulating strainsa

A(H1N1)pdm09 CA09a CA09 CA09 CA09 CA09 CA09 CA09
A(H3N2) PE09 PE09 VI11 VI11 VI11, TE12 SW13, HK14 SW13, HK14

Influenza B — — MA12(Y) — WI10(Y),
MA12(Y),
BR08(V)

MA12(Y),
PH13(Y),
BR08(V)

PH13(Y),
BR08(V)

Vaccine strains
A(H1N1)pdm09 BR07(H1) CA09 CA09 CA09 CA09 CA09 CA09
A(H3N2) BR07(H3) PE09 PE09 VI11 VI11 TE50 SW13
Influenza B BR08(V) BR08(V) BR08(V) WI10(Y) MA12(Y) MA12(Y) PH13(Y)
aThe circulating strain in bold type indicates its antigenic property is significantly different from that of the contemporary global vaccine strain of the

same subtype.
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strains were also shared with the WHO Collaborating
Centers in the United States (US Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention) and Japan ( Japan National In-
stitute of Infectious Diseases).

To evaluate possible risks of the novel H7N9 viruses to
public health, viral genetic markers that may be related to
human adaptation and their antigenic properties were an-
alyzed by TCDC. All 4 H7N9 viruses are antigenically
similar to the A/Anhui/1/2013 vaccine candidate strain.
However, they harbor markers related to enhanced poly-
merase activity (the 627K or 701N in the polymerase basic
protein 2) and high-affinity binding of virus to human
receptors (the 226L in the hemagglutinin protein), sug-
gesting their better replication and infection capabilities in
human population.25 One virus also has markers that may
confer oseltamivir resistance (the 292K in the neuramini-
dase protein). Furthermore, the phylogenetic relationship
of viral full-genome sequences reveals that these 4 viruses
were generated through various reassortment events in
China, indicating their complex evolutionary history.25

These findings are consistent with the initial viral charac-
teristics reported by other research groups at the early stage
of H7N9 outbreaks in China.31

Identification of the First Global
H6N1 Infection
Identification of the first global human infection with the
influenza A(H6N1) virus in 2013 in Taiwan highlights the
important role of the national influenza laboratory sur-
veillance network.26 Avian influenza A(H6N1) virus is a
common virus isolated from migrating birds and domestic
poultry in many countries.32,33 However, human infection
with this subtype had not been reported prior to the con-
firmation of H6N1 infection in a 20-year-old patient with
influenzalike illness by TCDC in May 2013. On May 8,
2013, an influenza A virus isolated from the inpatient’s
throat swab specimen was identified by a regional autho-
rized laboratory using an immunofluorescence assay.
However, subsequent analyses by subtype-specific PCR
assays showed negative results for human H1N1pdm09
and H3N2 viruses.

On May 20, this unsubtyped influenza virus strain
was sent to TCDC. After results of H1, H3, H5, H7,
and H9 molecular diagnoses were all negative, the virus
was further identified as the H6N1 subtype based on
sequence analysis of its hemagglutinin and neuramini-
dase genes. Subsequently, TCDC developed the mo-
lecular diagnostic method and conducted enhanced
active surveillance. From June 10 to August 13, a total
of 125 individuals with influenzalike illness or pneu-
monia were reported; all of their respiratory specimens
tested negative for H6N1. Six symptomatic contacts
were identified, and serological analyses of the paired
serum specimens collected from those contacts also

showed undetectable antibody titers (&10) against the
H6N1 virus, while titers of the first and second serum
specimens of the index case were 40 and 80, respec-
tively.26 Therefore, no additional H6N1-infected cases
were identified.

The full-genome sequences of the H6N1 strain were
analyzed by TCDC and released to the GISAID database
promptly. Since then, TCDC and Taiwan Animal Health
Research Institute (AHRI) have collaborated closely to
conduct a comprehensive risk assessment for this virus
strain. After gathering the sequences of chicken H6N1
viruses circulating in Taiwan from AHRI, results of phy-
logenetic analyses showed that the human H6N1 virus was
highly homologous to domestic chicken H6N1 viruses,
especially to the strain isolated in the same year (2013).
Since all 8 viral gene segments could be traced back to
several older chicken H6N1 viruses, we propose that the
human H6N1 virus was generated through multiple re-
assortment events in chickens in Taiwan and then infected
the human case. Furthermore, genetic analysis showed that
the virus has the marker related to high-affinity binding of
viruses to human receptors (the 228S in the hemagglutinin
protein), suggesting its better adaptation to the human
population.26

Conclusion and Discussion

The national public health laboratory system in Taiwan is
a tiered framework that has been externally evaluated, dem-
onstrating capabilities for testing various communicable
and notifiable diseases, including the priority diseases des-
ignated by WHO. The functionality of the tiered lab sys-
tem is supported by the tightly connected specimen referral
network covering the entirety of Taiwan and the reliable
diagnostic capabilities of a well-organized laboratory qual-
ity management system. Similar to the global influenza
surveillance and response system (GISRS) operated by the
WHO, the national laboratory influenza surveillance sys-
tem in Taiwan continuously monitors the evolution and
antiviral susceptibility of influenza viruses to evaluate pos-
sible risks caused by their dynamically changing nature and
provides laboratory diagnostics to maintain the sustainable
detection capacity of the lab system. It also serves as a
country-wide alert system for the emergence of novel in-
fluenza viruses with pandemic potential, particularly given
recent successful identification of H7N9- and H6N1-
infected human cases.

The unpredictability of the circulating influenza viruses
highlights the importance of intensive nationwide surveil-
lance of this evolving pathogen. These surveillance efforts
assist in early detection of such viruses and allow govern-
ment authorities to engage in appropriate actions such as
containment and decontamination for disease control. In
addition to influenza, there are also comprehensive sur-
veillance networks for viral, bacterial, parasitic, and fungal
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diseases that have been incorporated into the national
laboratory system to characterize both known and novel
pathogens causing epidemic disease throughout the coun-
try. On the other hand, potential threats to public health
caused by zoonotic pathogens are continuously increasing.
Close working relationships between public health and
animal health laboratories should be encouraged to achieve
the ‘‘One Health’’ goal of the GHSA.
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